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CHARTWELLS
WORK-STUDY
NO MORE
by Mackenzie Jones
In addition to the summer
renovations of the Great
Hall, Chartwells Dining
Services will soon stop
offering work-study positions to students. Sarah
Grace Kaye, the Student
Employment Coordinator, stated this decision
has been in the works for
the past few years. The issue became more pressing
when a few food service
students dropped their
photo by Alexa Sheets jobs, and then a few more
workers developed concerns about working for
Chartwells.

A VISIT FROM MINDY BELZ
by Teresa Harwood

ries of Christians in the
Middle East began shortly
Mindy Belz, Senior Editor after 9/11 when she first
at World Magazine, inter- rode across the Tigris Rivnational journalist, and er into Iraq.
author of They Say We
Are Infidels visited Cove- Belz says that at the time
nant College Nov. 17-18. she could not understand
She spoke in chapel and the language of the Midat a Q&A led by Professor dle East, and from the
Sarah Huffines.
outside it seemed to be a
place always at war. It was
The Office of Alumni the last place she planned
Engagement, Center for to report from, but beCalling and Career, and cause of global events
the English Department found herself immersed in
hosted the Q&A with Belz and reporting about this
in the Kirk, during which complex region. “History
she shared about the pro- was unspooling undercess of researching and neath my feet, and I was
writing her book. Her starting to understand it,”
journey of telling the sto- Belz said.

SEED
PROJECT

The culture of the Middle East is far different
from American culture,
but Belz says she did not
fully appreciate this until
working there. Because
women are often excluded
from all-male meetings,
Belz learned to visit with
women in the kitchen and
at dinner. Here, she found
a new perspective on political situations that only
the local women could
provide. However, when
she is allowed to meet
with the men, a respected man of the community
must enter the room and
introduce her. Only after a
proper introduction is she
included.

Mindy Belz reports the
facts. Through her immersive research on topics
of interest to America at
large, she is respected by
both Christian and secular audiences. She travels
to the Middle East and
despite moments of stress,
feels protected by the
friends and Christians she
has come to know in the
Middle East.
Sophomore Grace DeGraaf asked Belz whether it was difficult to leave
the Middle East. In reply
Belz said, “Yes, it is, but it
is part of the job, and I’ve
accepted that. There’s alCONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Kaye said, “We had already been reducing the
total number of students
placed in that department
over the last few years. At
the beginning of this year
there were only fifteen
students slated to work
there.” Additionally, since
fewer work-study students
are working in Chartwells,
the students are pressed
with more hours than they
originally needed.
An interview with Tom
Schreiner, the Director
of Business Operations,
provided insight to this
recent change. He said
Chartwells is a tricky
work-study position considering that it is a dinCONTINUED ON PAGE 3

$2,500.

The competition was
started as a continuation
of President Brock’s efforts
to encourage students to
reach for their dreams and
seek God in their callings
by Margaret Duncan
as business owners. Each
year the College has fundOn Nov. 15, Covenant ed $10,000 in prizes for
College hosted the 6th student or recent graduannual Seed Project Pitch ates who are seeking to be
night. Five teams pitched entrepreneurs.
business plans in competition for up to $5,000 Leda Goodman, Assistant
in seed money to start or Director of the Center for
grow their business.
Calling & Career, was the
main contact for teams in
I had the privilege of join- the project. She described
ing the competition to the Center’s goal for the
grow my business, Ms. Seed Project, “We want
Maggie’s Gymnastics. Two to help students identify
Brother’s Dairy Farm, needs in the community
managed by Mat Monti, where their gifts can conwon first prize, an award tribute and make a differof $5,000. Ms. Maggie’s ence.”
Gymnastics and Morgan Sharpe’s Creek Side In order to qualify for the
Flower Farm tied for sec- competition, teams are
ond place, both winning

photo by Alexa Sheets

required to go through a
Co-Starters Co-lab class
or a similar business planning education program.
Morgan Sharpe, owner of
Creekside Flower Farm,
described her thankfulness for the guidance of
others in the process of

the competition. “I decided to seek out a number of
people that I thought were
competent and who could
point me in the right direction. Meeting with all
of these people has been
my favorite part of starting a small business—

hearing people’s stories
and experiences and being
encouraged by them,” said
Sharpe.
As the teams go through
the education programs,
they form a business plan
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

NEWS

TRUMP
APPOINTS
CABINET
by Greer McCollum
Over the past week, President-elect Donald Trump
has started to announce
his Cabinet officials—
appointments that have
sparked much controversy. So far, he has made
public the picks for four
of the positions that will
have to be confirmed by
the Senate before they are
made effective: Steve Bannon as Chief Strategist,
Reince Priebus as Chief of
Staff, Jeff Sessions as Attorney General, and Mike
Pompeo as C.I.A Director.
Trump quickly started a
media frenzy with the selection of Steve Bannon as
his Chief Strategist on the
13th of this month, The
Atlantic reports Bannon
was promoted to this position after being the C.E.O.
of the Trump campaign
since August. He has garnished criticism from
both the left and the right
ever since his days as the
chief executive at the altright news source Breitbart News that regularly has
promoted white nativism.
John Weaver of the former
strategist for the John Kasich tweeted moments after the selection, “The racist, fascist extreme right
is represented footsteps
from the Oval Office. Be
very vigilant America.”
The Economist describes
Bannon as “a maverick,
tear-up-the-system
right-winger” who used to

SEED PROJECT
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reside over a news outlet that have been in the spotwith “offensively chauvin- light throughout the camistic headlines.”
paign and election season, such as immigration.
On the other hand, many If confirmed, he would
conservative commenta- immediately hold in his
tors insist that the accusa- hands the fate of over
tions of white nationalism 700,000 migrants grantare overblown, such as ed the right to stay under
Ben Shapiro who wrote in President Obama’s DACA
a piece for the Dailywire, program. This is concern“I have no evidence that ing to many on the left beBannon’s a racist or an- cause of Session’s history
ti-Semitic” even if he has, as one of the most fervent
at times, opportunistically critics in the Senate of
“embraced the racist and both documented and unanti-Semitic alt-right.”
documented immigration.
The same day that Trump
announced the Chief Strategist, he also announced
his pick for White House
Chief of Staff: Reince Priebus, which is not an unexpected pick given Priebus’ position as Chair of
the Republican National
Committee. If Bannon is
from the outskirts of conservative orthodoxy, Priebus is from the center, well
within the GOP establishment. The Chief of Staff is
generally considered one
of the more influential
positions in a President’s
Cabinet, managing the
West Wing staff and attending to the President’s
agenda. Trump’s team
made it clear, though, in a
tweet at the time of the announcement that Priebus
and Bannon will work as
“equal partners to transform the federal government.”

Trump has selected Mike
Pompeo, a Representative
from Kansas and a former
Army Officer. As The New
York Times describes,
Pompeo has been a sharp
critic of Hillary Clinton,
especially of her handling
of the Benghazi attacks.
He also seems to align
with Trump’s expressed
views on the use of certain torture mechanism
when interrogating potential terrorists, denouncing
Obama’s 2009 decision to
require government interrogators to stick to the
Army Field Manual. Still,
Pompeo has often received compliments from
both sides of the aisle for
his work-ethic and intelligence.

Progressives find Sessions’
political history especially
concerning when considering the influence and
Attorney General has over
civil rights. In 1986, he was
denied a position as a Federal Judge when the Senate heard testimony that
he made racist comments,
such as calling a white
lawyer who defended
black people “a disgrace to
his race,” describing Civil
Rights organizations such
as the NAACP as “pinkos”
that hate white people,
and calling a black Federal
Prosecutor “boy”—allega- Sources: The Economist,
tions that Sessions largely The New York Times, The
denied at the time.
Atlantic, The New Yorker,
Dailywire
For
C.I.A.
Director,

According to The Economist, Trump’s most controversial pick so far is
Senator Jeff Sessions of
Alabama for Attorney
General. As the highest
ranking law enforcement
officer in the county, Sessions would hold an immense amount of power
over a number of issues
but only five were invited
to pitch their ideas at the
Seed Project Pitch Event.
At the event, the five finalists gave a three minute
business pitch to a panel
of judges followed by five
minutes of questions from
the panel. After the pitches, the panel resigned to
discuss and make their
decision.

for how their business
will run. Once they have
a working document, the
teams submit the plan to
the Business Plan Review
Committee which is made
up of graduates and entrepreneurs from the Chattanooga area. The Committee works with the teams
to advise them in editing All three winners dethe plans for optimal suc- scribed their immense
gratitude for the learncess.
ing process and the prize
There were ten teams who money to fund their
entered the competition, dreams. The money will
go towards business run
photo by Alexa Sheets

Although most Republican and Democrat Senators understand that it
would be impossible to
deport the 11-some million migrants without the
correct papers and support paths to legal status
for those that are productive and non criminal,
Sessions has proven to be
unsupportive of almost all

bipartisan
immigration
reform measures, believing that undocumented
work depresses wages and
takes jobs from unemployed Americans.

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“I don’t believe anyone can live happily
ever after unless they die a day later.”
-Dr. Foreman
by Covenant College
graduates or students who
are working to benefit the
Chattanooga area and glorifying God in their calling.

knowledge gained in the
learning process leading
up to the event as much as
I was for the prize money.
The support from business members around the
community was outstandPersonally, I was as ing.
grateful for the business

Previous winners of the
Seed Project include Jacob
Snuggs ’14, Taproot Landscaping (2015); Kathryn
Allison ’13, Rangemark
(2014); Jacob Hutcherson
’13 ProFootballSpot.com
(2013); Paul Walters ’13
Redwood Sound (2012);
Isaiah Smallman ’11 and
Drew Belz ‘10 Fancy Rhino (2011).
Covenant’s Center for
Calling and Career will
be hosting a Germination
Generator (G2) Saturday,
Jan. 28, 2017 to help students begin to shape and
share ideas for small businesses. This event aims to
prep students and encourage them to begin working
towards the Seed Project
competition in the Fall.
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HADDAD RETIRING
AFTER 21 YEARS
by Kristie Jaya
“Come on in,” Dr. Daphne
Haddad, Professor of Education, said as we entered
through the back door of
her house.
“I am doing so much better,” Haddad said with
a bright face. While she
still uses a walker for assistance, she moves more
confidently since the last
time a group of us visited. Haddad had broken
her hip when she stepped
on a loose curbside earlier
in October. The incident
solidified her decision to
finally retire after teaching at Covenant for twenty-one years.
Haddad has considered
retiring for the past two
years. She prayed for clarity and had tentatively
thought of next summer
as the right time for retirement. A broken hip
helped her reach a set decision. “Be careful what
you pray for,” she said.

education in Birmingham
University with a BA and
an MA in theology. She
then moved to Pakistan after winning a scholarship
that paid for a year’s study
at the University of Panjab
in Lahore. Haddad’s love
of travel was sparked by
her trips to and from Pakistan that eventually led
her to places like Turkey,
Iran, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, and Israel.
“Scholarships are the way
to see the world,” she said.
And rightly so, because
another scholarship sent
her to Montreal, Canada,
where she studied at McGill University’s Institute
of Islamic Studies. Haddad married while studying
there and dropped out of
graduate school after the
birth of her daughter and
second pregnancy with
her son.

She moved to Mexico
where she lived for almost five years while her
ex-husband worked in a
Mexican textile company.
Haddad started teaching During this time, Haddad
in Covenant in 1996. And trained in teaching Ensince then, every semes- glish as a second language.
ter to date, she has taught
Global Trends and Teach- The family later moved to
ing in a Pluralistic Society. the United States, which
She has also taught other proved more shocking for
education classes, helped Haddad than moving to
with Christian Mind and either Mexico or Pakistan.
Christ and Culture, and
later helped with Arabic “I went to the grocery
since the class was offered store to get instant coffee.
around five years ago. When we lived in Mexico,
Haddad, who had spent there would be a choice of
almost all her life teach- the big jar or little jar of
ing, learning, or doing Nescafé. When we came
both, enjoys all her classes to the US, the shelf was
and could not pick a fa- filled with twenty difvorite.
ferent choices of brands!
How was I supposed to
Haddad was born in En- know which one to get?”
gland and pursued her Haddad said.

MINDY BELZ

the suffering that Christians around the world
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
face. But that distance
ways part of me that looks does nothing to prevent
forward to getting back on the persecution of the
the plane with my Star- church. Our brothers and
sisters need our support,
bucks. It’s comfortable.”
but we need them too.
Speaking in chapel, Belz Hand in hand, she said, we
argued that has been easy are stronger.
for Americans to distance
themselves from the wars Even though Mindy Belz
that rage abroad and from is actively involved in the
pursuit of peace for our

Haddad began teaching
in schools and along the
way earned her MA in Elementary Education, and
another one in Gifted Education. In 1995, she finished her PhD in Social
Foundations of Education
with a concentration in
multicultural education.
Six months after graduating, she came to Covenant
College.
Twenty-one years Covenant, and the highlight of
Haddad’s time was simply
the “people.”
One of the things Haddad has learned at Covenant is that God engineers
surprising
friendships.
One of Haddad’s closest
friends is Pauline Snyder,
Brock Facilities Services
Support Staff. The friendship started from a simple
“hello” and grew into a
sisterhood neither of them
could explain.
“We have become family
to each other, and neither
of us can quite explain it,”
Haddad said. “We couldn’t
have had more different
backgrounds and life experiences.”

mester, then take a Global
Trends May Term group
to London with Dr. Follett. She may teach parttime for the following acaOutside
of
teaching, demic year, but nothing is
Haddad was also the fac- decided yet.
ulty director of the Diversity Program for eight In the years to come,
years and started a gather- Haddad wants to teach
ing for the program called English to refugees and
“Tea Time,” which has immigrants in Chattanooevolved into what is now ga. “The English language
called “DiCafe.”
is empowering for people
in this country,” Haddad
During my own visit, she said.
put the kettle on for us.
“This is decaffeinated Haddad’s life motto is
black tea. This tea is from simple. “If a thing is worth
Indonesia. You would doing, it’s worth doing
recognize this. And this badly.” She explained,
one is green tea with car- “It’s better to accomplish
damom,” she explained. something, even imperHaddad herself drinks fectly, than to hang back
eight to ten cups of tea ev- and do nothing.”
ery day.
“I can think of many times
Haddad will continue to when I think I’m not as
teach full-time next se- well-prepared as I’d like to

be and it went okay. And
other times I planned very
well and the class bombed.
Either way, there are students who appreciate you
or not appreciate you.
And you just have to keep
going.”

Middle Eastern brothers
and sisters, she sees many
American Christians ignoring the cries of our
persecuted family. Our
brothers and sisters in
Christ face danger everyday, yet they continue to
be witnesses to the Gospel and to build Christian
community. To conclude
her chapel talk on Nov. 18,
she called us to join her
and pray for, reach out to
help, and learn from the
persecuted church in the
Middle East.

will no longer be working
with Chartwells through
a contractor, so the students who do want jobs
with Chartwells will instead be working directly
for them. In the past, Covenant has worked through
a contractor to enlist the
services of Chartwells.
The contractor acted as a
middleman, but Covenant
has decided to cut ties.
These students will not
only receive payment directly through Chartwells
but will also be earning a
slightly increased hourly
rate.

CHARWELLS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ing service, thus requiring long shifts which have
posed scheduling challenges for students. Some
students also have convictions about not working on Sundays, but some
workers must prepare the

food nonetheless.
Chartwells has the highest turnover rate in work
study jobs on campus. To
encourage the morale of
the dining staff, Schreiner
said they tried to increase
the wages for workers, but
to little effect.
Kaye said the current
workers in Chartwells will
complete this semester but
will be assigned to other
jobs throughout campus.
The financial aid office
has been faithful to help
the displaced workers find
new positions and supervisors. The students who
want to continue working
for Chartwells can still apply for a position. “From
what we understand,
Chartwells would be eager
to hire our students this
way,” Kaye said.
Schreiner stated Covenant

Haddad’s advice for students is, “Don’t waste these
four years. You can party
and play video games for
the rest of your life. But
you can’t build the relationships and learn from
your classes. Those are
things you only get one
shot at.”
She paused, and then continued, “So learn to set
priorities and let everything else wait. And many
relationships! Not just one
relationship. Make a lot of
friends and go out with a
lot of groups of people!”

Amidst the changes in
Chartwells,
Schreiner
also said the Carter renovations will produce improvements in the Great
Hall including the servery station that will be
upgraded this upcoming
summer.

SPORTS
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OH SAY, WHY
DON’T WE SEE

thinks, feels, and acts. In
a subtle, selfish, subconscious inkling that they
have the power to dictate the actions of another based upon their own
personal feelings simply
by shouting at them; that
their sense of the normaget to live in, problems tive should be prescribed
by Jay Finlayson
and all. Yet at the game into the life of anyone who
Tuesday, November 15, my exasperation came not sees it differently. This is a
2016: The men’s basket- from those who chose to huge issue for all of us, in
ball team celebrated a kneel, I found myself of- our fallen states; it is perhuge win over nationally fended on behalf of my vasive to every aspect of
ranked #15 Emory. Even as teammates and friends.
our lives.
a manager, this will forever be one of my highlights When I heard the cries Furthermore, this perpetof my formerly illustrious from the audience, I could uates the issues at hand.
athletic career. My team- not help but think of what You see, in the same fell
mates (I’ll grant myself implications came with swoop that it asserts conthe honor until they re- the commanding cry.
trol, it also asserts that
voke it) worked their butts
someone else’s experiencoff and I cannot help but What I heard spoke far es and lives are not as imhave an immense sense more to me than simple portant as our own expeof pride for the way they words telling someone to riences and feelings, thus
played the game. Even in rise to their feet, what I ruling them invalid and
the wake of a tidal wave of heard was one asserting insignificant. It writes off
elation, I could not help that they have the right the experiences and feelbut find myself sobered. to control another image ings of another as suborWhy, you may wonder? So bearer. I heard that the dinate to our own.
thoughts, feelings, acvery glad you asked.
tions, and experiences of Thus, it is a bold claim that
Prior to the game, for the my teammates are so in- only my experience and
duration of the nation- significant, that someone feelings are valid. Without
al anthem some of my out there feels as if they validating the concerns of
teammates exercised their have the right to dictate someone else, we cannot
right to kneel. Until the the way my friends, and begin to properly address
ensuing moments, I had assumedly anyone else,
markedly mixed feelings
about this, until some
young men from our student section began to yell
at my teammates. I heard
cries of “STAND UP!” and
“THAT’S DISRESPECTFUL!” In this moment, my
stance was greatly shifted
from largely undecided
to more of a kneel, if you
will. Here’s why.

them. We know biblically, that we are all created
in God’s image, not some
more so than others. Alas,
I find myself preaching to
the choir.
Finally, I recognize that
my teammates’ kneeling
is seen as disrespectful to
some. I happen to know
and believe that they
take this course of action
free from disrespect for
our courageous men and
women who fought bravely for our freedoms. Having such a rich history of
service, I had to ask myself: what would my Grandads, Uncles, and cousins
say about this?
While I do not know with
complete certainty what
they feel about kneeling
during the national anthem (which I assert is
better than sitting, due to
the traditional reverence
associated with kneeling from prayer), I do
feel very confident about
the way they would feel
about my friends reasoning. Many of the conflicts
they served in were combating oppressive regimes,

which led me to believe
they would be appalled to
know the way many people feel in our country today.
America has problems,
a lot of them. Found on
all sides, in nearly every nook and cranny. My
teammates feel as though
people in our nation, in
a practical daily sense,
prevent numerous people
from actually getting to
experience the freedoms
we sing about. Our brothers and sisters are crying,
what are we to do?
I do not know that kneeling is the best way to protest, but I do know that
this is a way I personally
believe is better than being destructive and I trust
these guys, with their
prayerful
convictions.
This we can all agree on,
it has already been highly
effective in getting people
to think about our issues,
whether we choose to truly look with open eyes at
our hearts and our country is only for us to know.

photo by Carl Simakoff

I have a family history
very rich in military service, consisting of men
who have fought in nearly every war and conflict
of the twentieth century.
However, those who knelt
do not offend me. I have a
great sense of pride for my
relatives who have served,
for this country that we

NBA TEAMS TO WATCH
by Grant Shaffer
Everyone who follows the
NBA heard ad nauseum
this summer about the
Golden State Warriors
and the Cleveland Cavaliers, and how they were
a lock for a third straight
meeting in this years NBA
Finals. Heck, even those
who have never watched

an NBA game in their
life have probably heard
something about these two
teams. And while, come
June, it may very well be
the Warriors and Cavs
facing off once again, here
are 3 teams that, while
not getting quite the same
level of exposure, are well
worth a watch this NBA
season.

3. Los Angeles Lakers:
New Lakers head coach
Luke Walton received
three votes for Coach of
the Year last year while
he was the interim coach
for the Warriors for a
month, and he has certainly carried that success
over to the new look Lakers. They’re no “Showtime
Lakers,” or even a shadow
of the more recent Kobe
and Shaq glory days, but
Walton has them playing
hard, and hey, that has
to count for something,
right? And if playing hard
isn’t enough for you, they
are also top five in both
points scored and points
allowed per game, so you
can bet on a high scoring,
entertaining game anytime you turn them on.
Now, with Kobe gone, a
new era has begun in LA,
and, whether you love ‘em
or hate ‘em, I think it’s safe
to say The Association is
just more fun when the
Lakers are competitive.

2. Oklahoma City Thunder: When Kevin Durant
jumped ship this summer
and signed on with the
two-time defending Western Conference Champion Golden State Warriors,
he left Thunder and NBA
fans with exactly one reason and one reason only
to watch this team. But my
goodness is it a dang-good
reason. Russell Westbrook
is averaging career highs
in points (31.2), rebounds
(9.9), and assists (11.2)
per game—numbers that
haven’t been seen in 50
years—and is hands down
the most entertaining
player in the league to
watch on a nightly basis.
Whether he can continue
to carry his team and put
up numbers like this for
an entire season is highly
unlikely, but for now, all
you can do is sit back and
enjoy this much watch
television.
1.

Minnesota

Timber-

wolves: The T-Wolves haven’t sniffed the playoffs
since the days of Sam Cassell and Kevin Garnett,
but all signs point to that
twelve season drought
ending soon. With the last
two Rookie of the Year
winners in Karl-Anthony
Towns and Andrew Wiggins and the winner of last
years thrilling slam dunk
contest in Zach Lavine (seriously, if you haven’t seen
it, watch it) all averaging
nineteen or more points
per game, this young team
is just a blast to watch.
All three players are just
twenty-one years old, and
are already showing huge
improvements just a few
seasons into their young
careers. The Wolves are
still a few years from fully
coming into their own and
being considered a truly
competitive team, but in
the meantime, they make
for a fun, highlight filled
watch every time they take
the court.
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WAYNE-O-RAMA

his set and puppet designs
garnered three Emmy
awards. Wayne-O-Rama
marks White’s return to
Chattanooga.

Acclaimed
multimedia
artist Wayne White unveiled his new installation project, Wayne-ORama, last Saturday at
the Tenn Arts studio on
Rossville Avenue. The
year-long installation features fun,larger-than-life
figures and scenes depicting the history of White’s
hometown, Chattanooga. Wayne White was born
and raised in Chattanoo“Wayne-O-Rama is a ga, but moved to New York
wonderland,
straight City early on in his career
from my imagination to to work as a newspaper
yours,” says White. “It’s and magazine illustrator.
the Smithsonian Museum In 1986, he began workmeets Goony Golf.”
ing for hit TV show Pee
Wee’s Playhouse, where

White has made a name
for himself with his
unique word paintings,
giant puppets, and sculptures. Wayne-O-Rama includes all three of these
trademark elements but
primarily uses large wooden figures to tell the story
of Chattanooga’s history.
The installation depicts
Lookout Mountain, Chief
Dragging Canoe, Bessie
Smith, Bob Brandy of the
Bob Brandy Show, and
many other notable Chattanooga figures.

HAMLET REVIEW

istry than the queen and
king, rendering Gertrude
and Claudius’ swift, passionate marriage implausible.
		
The lack of cohesion between the set and the
blocking was the most
disappointing part of the
performance. The runway ramp was not used to
its full potential as it obstructed the view of the
action for the audience.
This did not lend to dynamic blocking for the
cast. The bare space on
the runway ramp drew the
audience’s attention to the
unused area and created
an expectation that was
left unmet. The multiple
house entrances underscored the unused space
on the ramp space even
more and detracted from
the immersive fly-on-thewall experience that one
looks for in a compelling
theater performance—especially in a performance
with multiple entrances
and a ramp.

by Zach Jones

by Autumn King

Hundreds of volunteer
artists helped White create the huge indoor installation. Under White’s direction, they transformed
wood, cardboard and styrofoam into “a fabulously detailed celebration
of hundreds of years of
Chattanooga history,” according to a recent press
release.

bly insane king to be. His
characterization led the
Covenant College’s pro- audience to question the
duction of William Shake- sanity of Hamlet at any
speare’s Hamlet, enter- given moment.
tained audiences with
its fast-paced action and “I tried to play the charcomplex characterization acter scene by scene,” said
on November 11, 12, 18 Mindeman, “as to remain
and 19. The performance true to what is written
marks the return of Pro- in that particular scene.”
fessor Claire Slavovsky Though this is a logical
to the director’s chair for characterization choice,
several years. The play’s the nuances of the characdirection was concise and ter were lost. Regardless,
traditional in style, serv- the character of Hamlet
ing Covenant’s minimal- was still well performed
istic theater dynamic well. and one could see the
work that was put into his
The show featured perfor- character research.
mances by theater veterans Matthew Mindeman On the other hand, Mindeas Hamlet, Sammie Brown man’s performance shone
as Queen Gertrude, Rob when he interacted with
Schoenthaler as King fellow actors. Through the
Claudius, Andrew Lu- collaboration of other acpinek as Polonius, and Abi tors, Mindeman is better
Ogle as Ophelia, along able to find roots within
with a debut performance his character. For examby Daniel Hollidge in the ple, his interactions with
role of Laertes. The set Polonius and Professor
was designed—with the Cliff Foreman as Hamlet
addition of a runway ramp Sr.’s Ghost brought out
for this performance—by the unspoken nuances of
house set designer Amy Hamlet’s character.
Sue Upton.
Not all of Hamlet’s interThe performance, Min- actions with other characdeman’s senior project, ters were quite so layered.
remained faithful to the Mindeman’s Hamlet had
classic interpretation of more chemistry with his
this beloved tale of be- mother, the queen, than
trayal, revenge and costly with his own love interredemption.
est, Ophelia. The chemistry was off-kilter between
Mindeman’s emotions ran characters who are supto the the ups and downs posed to share a intimate
of the tones of iambic love connection. Siblings
pentameter as he portrays Ophelia and Laertes had
the moody-broody, possi- more interpersonal chem-

Walking through Wayne-

Overall, the performance
was very enjoyable with
its less morose take on the
tragedy. The actors played
their parts to their credit.
As far as a college performance of Hamlet goes,
this show was one of the
better ones. With Hamlet being Slavovsky’s first
show at Covenant in many
years, in my opinion, the
production has been a
success.

FRIDA KAHLO
PAINTING REDISCOVERED
by Teresa Harwood

Frida Kahlo’s 1929 portrait “Nina con collar” or
“Girl with Necklace” hung
for 60 years, hidden from
the public in the private
residence of Kahlo’s assistant. Only one black
and white photo revealed
its existence to the world
and many critics thought
it was lost—that is, until
Kahlo’s painting was sold

O-Rama is like entering
the dream of a deranged
historian. Many of the
wooden 3-D installations veer towards the
burlesque, lending a funhouse vibe to the project.
Look at any piece, and you
will see a display of almost
random specificity.

tive that supports diverse
art in the Chattanooga
area, and sponsored by See
Rock City among several
other local foundations.

Wayne-O-Rama is located
at 1800 Rossville Avenue,
#108 and is open WedSun, 11—6. Admission is
free, although sponsors
Wayne-O-Rama is pre- suggest a $5 student donasented and curated by the tion and $12 regular doShaking Ray Levi Society, nation.
a local nonprofit collec-

at a Sotheby’s auction in which display the physical
New York for $1,812,500 pain of thirty-five operalast week.
tions and the crippling effects of polio.
“I never imagined it would
surface and turn out to be Four years after the acsuch a beautiful and warm cident, in 1929, Kahlo
painting,” said the head painted the “Girl with
of Sotheby’s Latin Ameri- Necklace.” Later that year,
can Art department, Axel she married painter Diego
Stein.”
Rivera. Both supported
communism and did not
Due to the studio assis- have a traditional martant’s care, the painting riage ceremony. They also
remained well-preserved, did not live together, but
and excited historians often travelled togethwith its beautiful bright er according to Painting
colors. Although “Nina Commissions and Exhicon collar” is an early bitions. In 1950, Kahlo’s
Kahlo painting and sparse health took a turn for the
in detail, it is well con- worse, resulting in an amnected with the rest of her putated leg and in 1954,
repertoire. The seated fe- she died from pulmonary
male figure depicted in embolism—possibly from
the painting sports Kah- a suicide attempt.
lo’s distinctive unibrow.
As over a third of Kahlo’s After Kahlo’s death, Ripaintings are self-por- vera gifted the “Girl with
traits, historians believe necklace” to Kahlo’s assispainting may feature a tant.
young Khalo or another
subject sharing some of Kahlo’s unique exposure
Kahlo’s features.
of the body and bodily
pain has established her
Kahlo was born on July 6, role as one of Mexico’s
1907 and began her bat- greatest artists as the the
tle with polio at six years “Girl with necklace” furold. At 22, Kahlo nearly ther exposes the craft of
died in a bus accident. For Kahlo’s work. Through
her ensuing bedridden this piece’s preservation,
days, her mother bought we can see the vivid hues
her an easel which she that set Kahlo’s paintings
used to paint in bed. In apart from other pieces of
these lonely hours, Kahlo her day from a new—and
painted self-portrait af- more conspicuous—angle.
ter self-portrait, many of
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HACKSAW RIDGE: A REDEMPTIVE COMEBACK
FOR MEL GIBSON
by Matthew Gidney

try valiantly at the battle
of Okinawa as a combat
We all have moments we medic, never firing a sinwish we could take back. gle shot. His larger than
Sometimes we lash out life acts of faith and courand say things we don’t age earned him a Congresmean, do something we sional Medal of Honor.
did not think through, or
act on ideas we should For years, critics specuhave left alone. For Aus- lated whether Gibson’s
tralian-born Hollywood comeback would even be
Icon Mel Gibson, that possible, but as the inimoment came around ten tial screenings took place,
years ago, when he spewed pundits began to rave
several crippling anti-se- about Gibson’s direction
mitic comments during a with the film. Observer
drunken rampage. Hav- extolled the film saying
ing already been crucified that “Hacksaw Ridge is the
for his controversial The best war film since Saving
Passion of the Christ film, Private Ryan.” After seeing
Gibson’s rant sent his rep- the film for myself, I can
utation over the edge, and honestly say that I believe
for ten years, there seemed Hacksaw Ridge is not only
to be no real redemption the best “since” Saving
for his once-promising Private Ryan, but a film
acting, directing, and pro- that quite frankly blows
ducing career. That is, un- Private Ryan straight out
til this year.
of the water.
Finally, Gibson has released his newest directing
project: Hacksaw Ridge, a
World War II flick featuring the stunning true story of former Chattanooga
resident, Desmond Doss.
Doss, a conscientious objector who could not reconcile bearing arms and
taking human life with
his faith, served his coun-

Critics’ unanimously
positive take on the film
is still quite surprising.
First off, there is the obvious fact that the film is
directed by Mel Gibson.
The man has accrued so
much hate and ridicule in
the film industry, so it was
surprising to see his work
openly embraced. Gibson
also lets Doss’ faith overtly
shine through in the film,
as Doss, a devout Seventh
Day Adventist, was adamant that all the glory
for everything that he did
go God alone. Gibson removed misuses of God’s
name and f-words from
the film out of respect for
the main character’s faith.

like Saving Private Ryan
required about an 80 million dollar budget 18 years
ago. Still, the film manages to rise above its peers as
Hacksaw Ridge has heart
and soul. There have been
many powerful war films,
but Doss takes this film
to a whole different level
as a selfless, God-fearing
hero willing to suffer unspeakable things for his
country— even if those he
fought for hurt and ridicule him.

The story is told expertly.
At the beginning, several
cringe-worthy awkward
scenes develop Doss’s
character through comic
relief and pathos. When
the battles begin, a jarring,
brutal mood shift makes
the viewer feel as if the
The film was also given reality of war personally
a miniscule budget of 40 trampled his innocence
million dollars. In com- into the bloody Pacific
parison, powerhouse hits beaches. Some of the gore

in the first battle scene is
truly disgusting, but after the initial shock, the
horror tones down a bit.
Gibson’s use of gritty realism heightens the stakes
and drama of the rest of
the film, as Doss, a scrawny, soft-spoken, country
boy manages to save seventy-five of his fellow soldiers, both American and
Japanese, in the face of
hell on earth.
Gibson has made some
bad moves in his lifetime,
but there can be no denying his ability to make
a stunner. The film takes
its place among the greatest war films ever made,
in my humble opinion.
Hacksaw Ridge a compelling true story of courage,
faith, and love, and may
just be exactly what Gibson needed to bring his
career back from the dead.

The film is powerful. The
visuals are beautiful and
stunning. The acting is
on-point. There is no glaring weakness in the whole
film. Andrew Garfield,
playing the main character Desmond Doss, is
quirky, lovable, and faithful. The beauty of some
scenes can draw tears, especially when backlit by

ART AND DISTORTING
THE FACE OF GOD
by Maddie Noll

the deafening horror and
chaos of war.

like I thought I would, I
would suddenly find myself feeling insulted. (Never thought the day would
come that I feel offended
when someone compliments my work!) I came
to realize that this unexpected reaction was due to
a change in my perception
of art. Mainly, I feel my
peers and I have at times
made two false presumptions about art and its role
in our lives.

You’re a twelve year old
trying to pass a mandatory art class. You’ve been
going hard at a landscape
for hours, sweat running
down your temples, fingers cramping. And then
you glance over and see
that classmate Terry has
made a fool out of you
by drawing such a robust
pine tree that in comparison your oak is like a fragile twig someone casually
snapped in half. Darn you No. 1. If you’re good at art,
Terry.
it’s because you’re born
with it. It’s true many
Your classmates wait in people are born with arline to pay Terry homage. tistic talent: the ability to
“I wish I could draw like accurately translate their
you,” they whisper. You imagination to reality. But
imagine it feels good to be if you have not devoted
Terry at that moment.
your time and talent to
artistic pursuits, it is riFast forward a couple diculous to compare youryears and I found myself self to someone who has.
in Terry’s shoes. During Likewise, it is also ridicuhigh school, creative ex- lous to attribute the value
pression became my ob- of an artist’s work to the
session, a coping mech- content of their ancestors’
anism I relied upon so gene pool. This attitude is
heavily that I struggled to intrinsically disrespectful
restrain myself from wa- of their dedication.
tercoloring during class.
My classmates would say What spectators see is
to me, “I wish I was good glamorous; what they
at art like you.” But instead don’t see is the mess of
of swelling with pride snot and tears that smudg-

es my page at 2 a.m. or the
past eighteen years I’ve
spent pressing my lifeblood to paper until my
fingers ached.
The reason some people
are “good at art” is not
because they were born
“good at art.” It’s because
they stewarded well the
varying degrees of talent
God bestowed upon them.
No. 2. I’m not good at art.
Any art therapist you ask
will tell you this statement
is false. “If you have a mind
then you are an incredible
artist,” art therapist wanna-be Moriah Beach told
me. “Art is not a skill. Art
is an expression of self.”
Let’s think about the Ultimate Artist—you guessed
it, God. In the beginning
God created. Why did He
create? Because His actions are a function of
His character. What did
He create? Human beings
in His own image. He designed us to be expressions of His character.
And He saw that it was
very good. How did He
know creation was good?
Because it accurately reflected what He intended
it to reflect.
As beings made in the
image of the Creator,
we also are creators. So
what makes our art good?
When it accurately ex-

presses what we mean for
it to express.

“bad” at art stop you from
pursuing what your heart
clearly desires to do. Skills
can be acquired. But if you
choose not to create, this
world cannot simply acquire another one of you.
Because we are all unique,
no one else can take your
place or offer what you
have. You are an expression of the Father that is
unmatched by anyone else
on this planet.

Some artists are born with
this talent—this ability to
closely portray what we
imagine. But contrary to
popular belief, artistic talent can be learned. The
problem is that most people expect their personal
style to look exactly like
the nearest art major’s or
like Diego Fazio’s. So they
do what all of us have tried
to do at some point or an- Therefore we must be
other: imitate the style of fearless—never letting our
a popular artist.
destinies as artists bow to
the fear of man. When we
You find yourself in a hide our creative capadusty white room. You are bilities because we doubt
instructed to recreate the God’s Providence in beMona Lisa. What results stowing them upon us, we
is a catastrophe so chaot- distort the face of God.
ic it could make Jackson
Pollock wince. Frustrated,
you burn your canvas, accidentally inhaling toxic
paint fumes and change
your major to Communication.

THE VERDICT

Here’s what I think: imitation is an excellent practice, but imitation is not
the best that we as artists
have to offer the world.
That’s why it’s called creation. Because it’s new.
That’s why the psalmist
wrote, “I will sing to Lord
a new song.”
Obviously not everyone
is called to produce art.
But if you enjoy art, don’t
let the idea that you are

YES,
to holiness.
NO,
to practical
atheism
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TAKING A
STAND

even have the physical
ability to kneel, so the least
we can do is stand in honor
of them and the many who
have died. When I observe
someone kneeling during
the national anthem, I am
not wondering about their
by Mackenzie Jones
reasons. I confess that inDear men’s and women’s stead, I am distracted by
thinking they are insensibasketball team,
I’m still cheering for you. tive to those who provided
I’m still going to stand in that flag for them to even
the bleachers, jump up look at.
and down, clap when you
score, and rejoice with you These are feelings I’ve had
in your victories. Being an to wrestle with this past
athlete, I can relate to the week and please know I
thrill of playing a sport am confident you are not
you love. But more than intentionally disrespectbeing fellow athletes, you ing the military. However,
are primarily my broth- your actions can be perers and sisters in Christ. ceived as very offensive.
Therefore, I am appealing While you are trying to
for not only you, but also support those offended
the overall community, to by racial injustice, you are
simultaneously offending
please hear me out.
the military. This makes
My dad is in the Navy, and your protesting counterI take pride in the sacri- productive.
fices he has made daily for
the past twenty-five years. What are you achieving?
I’ve said goodbye to him, Can we not find a midnot knowing where he’s dle ground to recognize
going on a four month both parties? While Mark
deployment. Then there 12:31 calls us to “love your
came the eight month de- neighbor as yourself ”,
ployment that extended John 14:13 says, “Greater
love has no one than this,
into nine months.
that someone lay down
I admit I am offended by his life for his friends.” So
the recent actions towards many military servicemen
our nation’s flag and an- and women have literalthem, the flag my father ly laid down their lives to
and countless other ser- protect this country. How
vicemen and women have are we loving our brothers
fought to preserve. Many and sisters in the military
veterans and active duty by disrespecting them,
military members don’t even if it’s unintentional?

MAKE THE
GREAT HALL
GREAT AGAIN
by Charlie Allen
Let’s make the Great Hall
great again! Yes, lest we
forget, there was a golden
age for this medieval gem;
let’s free it from the bonds
of
commercial
money-grubbing malice. As we
recover from our Thanksgiving fellowship over
plates of freely given food
I ask you to reconsider the
structure in place governing the Great Hall’s use
imposing swipe for entry
or a laborious signature
and peering stink-eye.
How do I think we should
reclaim our Great Hall?
Wait in a fifty-person
line to scan, and then a
fifty-person line to grab
food, and hold on extra
tight to your plates as you
conduct a rain dance with
the hope that there are actually plastic cups stocked.
Nobody goes to the Great
Hall for food, a quick investigation of Covenant’s
website reveals that Covenant’s administration does
not want anyone to know
we have a meal service
(click around, the only acknowledgement is a single
sentence in the campus

I believe God has created
us all in His image and that
none of us are more important than others; however, as far as I know, I’m
not signing a draft anytime
soon. I’m not boarding a
ship for a deployment and
leaving my family behind.
I’m not risking my life for
my country. But what I am
doing is respecting those
who have earned those
freedoms for me to practice back home here in
America.
In a recent all-athletic
meeting about this very
topic, the speaker encouraged us to empathize with
those experiencing oppression and try to understand where they’re coming from. I believe this
does not mean we over-

map’s description of the monopolize what is arguGreat Hall).
ably our most valuable
room in such an iconic
Our community is com- and expensive building? If
promised by complaints we were to make this the
of poor food but our com- campus
conversational
munity’s
consequential hub, Carter (as a dormitolow expectations keeps ry hall) goes from having
the food poor. Our Great the least amount of study
Hall is additionally frag- and community gathering
mented when we lose the space to the most. Who
valuable insight and wis- needs a multi-million doldom of upperclassmen lar student center when
to off-campus living and you introduce 10,000
eating. “Well it’s cafeteria square feet of flex eatfood” is a conclusion that ing/studying space? With
ensures no one wins.
this modification, Carter
would almost be cooler
What if we opened the than Founders from a dordoors? Made the Great mitory living perspective!
Hall great by making it
the largest gathering place Covenant does not adveron campus opened 24/7? tise the meal plan, but we
What if we brought the line heavily emphasize Coveover where the portrait of nant’s community. Yes, it’s
Mrs. Lyons now sits and the community that at the
sold meals by the tray or very worst blows off steam
item rather than the am- in the Great Hall but
biguous “buffet” style. The ideally is carrying their
conspicuous swipe guard- freshly malleable thoughts
ian becomes a cashier. The from class to their convercooks cooking based on sations over meals. Why
what gets consumed be- would we charge anyone
cause people actually buy to enter a space when they
it, not just because it is sit- are as much a resource
ting there. Item-by-Item as the minds from which
purchase has the potential they glean? We should let
to improve the dining ex- anyone willing to join our
perience by “Survival of Christian fellowship, join,
the Fittest.”
student or not, without
having to forfeit personal
Carter, with the new ren- details or student banner
ovation, is considered a numbers. Community is
historical building. Why had over food, not vice
as the owners of such an versa.
expensive building would
we let our dining service We do not really adver-

look empathizing with the op new ways of approachfamilies of our fallen mil- ing this hot topic?
itary.
As a tennis player who
Recently, Dr. Madueme forfeited the conference
gave a presentation in the tournament last semester
chapel series “Danger- due to our Sabbath polious Ideas.” Near the end cy, I can attest firsthand
of his lecture, he said we to being the product of a
should be developing new “dangerous idea.” In light
traditions, actions that of this event, I appeal to
set us apart as an institu- my fellow brothers and
tion representing Christ. sisters in Christ to chalWhile Dr. Madueme was lenge yourselves by actnot referring to politics, ing on a “dangerous idea.”
I believe his statement Achieve a balance in this
should be applied in all form of protest. You can
areas of our lives. Natural- honor those suffering
ly, I think kneeling during from racial injustice while
the national anthem is still respecting all of our
jumping on a bandwagon armed forces, their famiof what other sports teams lies, and those whom have
and colleges are doing. died in combat defending
How does this make us our imperfect, but still
different? What if we chal- great, nation.
lenged ourselves to develtise the conversation and enant’s intellectual engine.
camaraderie through oth- Let’s make the Great Hall
er means than firsthand great again! Free it!
during preview weekend
when the food magically gets better. What if we
advertised our dining
services and our indoor
common space, the Great
Hall? In this way the
Chartwells and Covenant
might be mutually benefitted by snapping a few
photos here or there, of
great conversation, a hisAnne Fuller
toric dining hall, delicious
Editor In Chief
food, free for anyone to
join and contribute reGreg Van Dyke
gardless of their desire to
Layout Editor
buy food.
It sounds crazy, but the
days of domineering dining services bossing us
around is coming to a
close. If we forfeited breakfast, and had a Chipotle
within a catering zone, it
would be more financially
viable to pay for Chipotle
Catering for all of campus
twice a day, everyday than
paying for Chartwells revenue currently. Eventually
the price differential will
restore power to our fine
Institution and we will see
that the Great Hall should
indeed be made public
and open to all around the
clock, food is to be bought
separate from community,
and that the school should
seek these community
benefits for everyone as
they are as much consumers as contributors to Cov-
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GRACE FOR YOUR
BROKENNESS
by Sophie McClure
I came to Covenant three
months ago knowing that
the students here weren’t
free of the troubles and
sins that plague other colleges, but that didn’t ease
the heart-wrenching sadness that followed the list
of specifics that Chaplin Lowe gave us during
Orientation. Anxiety and
depression.
Self-harm.
Addiction. Sexual abuse.
We’ve certainly had our
share of struggles.
In many ways, we are just
like other colleges. Our
hearts ache when others
sin against us; our souls

our own sincerity but in
the sufficiency of Christ.
This foundation does not
crumble when the storms
rage.

sions, and jokes targeting
specific ethnicities seem to
be more common among
us now. I hear it at Covenant, and my heart winces
for Covenant’s Chinese,
Korean, and Indonesian
community. My heart
hurts for Covenant’s African-American community. But I did not speak
up. I did not believe that
I had a voice; my voice is
clouded by my speech. If
no one will understand
me, if it takes me forever
to formulate my thoughts
out loud and by the time
I actually say something I
end up stuttering half the
time, why should I speak?
Why should I speak?

drunk is totally normal
and acceptable, and if you
were at a party with one of
them and a nonbeliever,
you really could not tell
the difference.

quake under the weight of
our own guilt; we shrink
back in fear when our circumstances call for courage. We are tormented
with spiritual doubts,
struggling with the mental, emotional, and social
imbalances of a fallen That’s what drew me here.
I caught faint glimpses
world. We are broken.
of it then; now it glows. I
“But,” according to the see evidence of this hope
apostle Paul, we are “not in the little things everycrushed,” (2 Cor. 2:8). We day—I see it when people
are “perplexed, but not play the piano in the Great
Hall. It’s in the prayers of
driven to despair.”
our teams (go Scots!) beThis, fellow Scots, is what fore games. It’s in the Doxmakes Covenant College ology after chapel. I see it
unique. It is not that we in late night conversations
live holier lives or make at the Blink, and in those
better grades. It is not who wake up early enough
to watch the break of

I DO HAVE A VOICE,
AND IT DOES MATTER
by Victoria Yang

even that we have cool dawn over distant mounhall cultures (even though tain ranges.
we do and that’s great.)
Though due dates and exIt is that we have hope— ams loom ever before us,
hope that drives us to we believe that God uses
keep living out or ordi- our struggles, our failnary lives even when the ures, and our victories
tasks are demanding and to prepare us for work
the rewards few. It draws in His kingdom. Though
our gaze from the miser- our sins are plentiful and
ies of this life and into the our faith weak, our hope
light of eternity. It casts lies not in the strength of
out doubts and dispels our
fears.

knew that I am immeasurably loved by God, but
there was a disconnect
between head knowledge,
and heart knowledge. At
least racial tensions will
never affect me, right? I
am in the “model minority.” I clung to the international and the bicultural
students. In a place where
I am noticeably the minority, I have to strive for
perfection.

For so long, Asian-Americans have often been
portrayed as the “model
minority.” I’m sure you
have heard some of the
stereotypes
regarding
Asian-Americans. They
get the top grades. They
are less likely to be affected by substance abuse than
any other ethnic group.
They flood the ranks of
doctors, engineers, and IT
That quickly fell, as classtechnicians.
es were tougher than I anGrowing up, I always ticipated, and my grades
felt myself lumped into tumbled. I felt shame. It’s
the “model minority.” only my first year at CovThroughout middle and enant, and I’ve already
high school, I found my- failed to bring honor
self increasingly passion- to my culture. Summer
ate about social justice came, Mike Brown was
issues, particularly human killed, and protests broke
trafficking and poverty in out around America. At
the US. However, there least I am safe, still in the
was a disconnect. I kept “model minority.” I will be
telling myself, “I don’t safe at Covenant. No one
need to worry about any- would dare to insult us!
thing bad happening to
year,
Dr.
me. I’m in the model mi- Sophomore
Soong-Chan Rah, a pasnority; I will be fine.”
tor and teacher who cares
My false assurance led to deeply about the multielevated anxiety, doubt, ethnic and multilingual
and inadequacy. I would church and the future of
beat myself up mentally Christianity in the United
over not making progress States came to speak for
with my speech—unable Global Gospel Advanceto express myself fully. ment Week. I heard ruYou see, I’ve had a speech mors of students ridiculimpediment since I was ing Dr. Rah for his skin
little, and it caused me color and calling him deto doubt my own voice. rogatory names. The next
Clouded by lies, I didn’t week in chapel, Christiana
think my own voice mat- Fitzpatrick spoke against
tered. I was taught by my these comments, but the
parents to never pity my- damage was done. I no
self. Pity would get me longer felt safe. Some of
nowhere, and if I was ever the international students
ridiculed by others, it was no longer felt safe and
a sign that I didn’t work even left the college later
hard enough for them to as a result.
not ridicule me.
That was one specific inI came into Covenant un- stance, but over-genercertain of my identity. I alizations, microaggres-

But now I am speaking
up. I am convinced now
by my identity as one beloved by God, who is not
defined by any disabilities nor flaws. The Kingdom of God is the closest
and the most special to
the ones who limp to the
gate, falling down on their
faces, and plead for mercy. Thank you to the ones
over the past week who
have affirmed my voice,
who have been encouraged by my thoughts. Your
affirmation is so kind.

slower to judge. Each of
you has a voice, use it well.
Whether you are comfortable with your speech or
not, let your voice be bold
for the cause of others.

PLEASE DRINK
RESPONSIBLY
by Stephen Bankson
As I have gotten older,
I have noticed a trend
among younger Christians
that bothers me. I don’t
know if this is a recent
trend or I am just noticing it now that I am older
and more exposed to the
world. What I am talking
about is Christians’ affinity for alcohol and more
specifically,
Christians
getting drunk very frequently and not thinking
anything of it.

So take heart; do not lose
hope. Don’t lose sight of
glory God has called you
to. Your sin runs deep...
but Christ’s love deeper
still.

This is where Christian
behavior in regards to alcohol bothers me. If we
have been transformed
by the love and mercy of
Christ, should our lives
not look completely different from those who do
not know God? I am by
no means saying I am perfect, and I too have drunk
perhaps a little more than
I should have when on
break in the past. The
problem is within me just
as much as it is outside of
me as well, please hear me
say that.
It is easy to live a sinful
life and be like everyone
else, but that’s not what
we’re called to do. I am
not trying to promote legalism, but God does call
us to obey Him and keep
his commandments. In
Dr. Kapic’s doctrine class,
he reminded us several
times that to be called is to
be called to do something.
If we say we are children
of God but our actions
give no evidence of this,
then how seriously do we
take our salvation?

A few disclaimers before I
dive into this: I do drink
alcohol when I am not on
contract, I am 22 and it is
totally legal; I do not have
a problem with Christians drinking in general. Also any time I refer
to Christians drinking in
Covenant! Hear the voice this article, I am talking
of the one who is different about either non-Covethan you. Understand why nant students or Covenant
your classmate could be students who are of legal I guess what I’m saying
hurting right now—why, drinking age who are off is nothing new. Maybe
heck, some of the athletes contract.
you’re tired of hearing it,
are kneeling during the
but I think we need to be
anthem. I am more and I’m sure you’ve been in a reminded of our sin every
more convinced that we similar place as me: either day, not to wallow in it or
need to replace our “us/ being at a party where be discouraged but so we
them” mindset with an there is alcohol or hear- may repent and turn to
“us/together”
mindset. ing from a friend about God for forgiveness and
The less we seek what we something that happened grace. So if you’re 21 or
can gain for ourselves, the at a party. I have seen or older, have a beer while
more we seek the flourish- heard time and time again you’re home for Christing for all, the more unit- of Christians drinking un- mas, have several beers
ed we become.
til they cannot even speak even! But remember that
in coherent sentences, but you are called to a greater
when they or a friend re- calling in life and nonbeMy point is not to pro- tell what happened, they lievers will notice when
pose an easy solution, but usually laugh it off and you live a life radically difI only ask that we would think nothing of it. Many ferent than theirs.
be quicker to listen, and Christians act like getting

